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Matter of Information on Future Non-Motorized Bridge in Downtown Area. 
 

Background: With the discussion about how the Kennedy Bridge rehabilitation project would 
accommodate non-motorized traffic, some discussion was towards seeking another non-
motorized bridge in the area between the Sorlie and Kennedy Bridges.  This new future bridge 
would be similar as the north end and south end bike/pedestrian bridges serving the Greenway 
trail.  The Kennedy Bridge will have an accommodation for non-motorized traffic instead of a 
separate bridge for non-motorized traffic. 
 
In an exchange of letters, the MPO requested and the two State DOTs agreed to continue 
planning for a future non-motorized bridge between the Sorlie and Kennedy.  As this was 
discussed, it was noted that the MPO studied such a possibility back when the flood protection 
system was being finalized.  The MPO study included all possible non-motorized bridges as part 
of the flood protection (4 were studied) with two being actually constructed.  The fourth bridge 
was a non-motorized bridge across the Red Lake River between the Murry Bridge and the 
confluence. 

 
Attached are pertinent pages from the Study specifically addressing this “downtown” location.  The 
concept was to focus on the general location of the old railroad bridge center pier with the 
possibility of utilizing the old pier.  There are several other adopted planning documents 
recommending a new non-motorized bridge between the downtown. 
 
The question is whether there is an interest in revisiting the study results and update them to reflect 
current information.  Should there be other locations between the Sorlie and Kennedy that should 
be in place of the one or in addition to the one?  There has been some discussion with NDDOT as to 
the MPO can use its CPG funding to replicate the Study, i.e., has rules/regulation changes place 
more restrictions on the MPO funding. 

 
Findings and Analysis: 
• Stated desire to have another non-motorized bridge 
• Previous Study contains information based upon flood protection assumptions. 
• Can the MPO replicate and update the study information 

 
Support Materials: 
• Pages from Study 

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Information on Future Non-Motorized Bridge in Downtown 
Area 
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